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NEWS  

Phonogram drive 

for cassette sales 

Deals 

PHONOGRAM is focussing on the in-car-enteminment market next month with the release of five tape-only compilations. The overall title of the collection is Reels On Wheels and the cassettes fall into four categories: disco, pop, rock and easy listening. They retail at £4.25 each and are 
Merchandising 
ELECTRIC RECORDS is releasing the debut single from Writz titled "Night Nurse' in three different formats. A 12-inch clear vinyl pressing, in a special bag, and normal 7-inch copies, the first 10,000 including a free nurse's mask, are available now. On July 7, a further 15,000 copies of the disc will be released as a picture disc. The record is cut from a digital master as opposed to a tape 
MCA RECORDS is to release a special EP on July 6 to mark the first anniver- sary of the opening of the musicalEoiia. Retailing at £1.49 and with the first 50,000 copies in a colour bag, it will feature four Elaine Paige tracks from the original cast LP - 'Don't Cry For Me Argentina", Td Be Surprisingly Good For You', 'Buenos Aires' and 'Rain- bow SINGLES FROM Cool Notes and AD 1984 were released by Voyage Inter- national Records last week. The Cool Notes' 'Like A Fool' (VOY 004) is available as a 7-inch and limited edition 12-inch. 'The Russians Are Coming' (VOY 005) by AD 1984 will be backed by press advertising and a poster cam- paign. 
FIRST RELEASE from the reccndy formed label and production company, Kamak Temple Productions, will be a 12-inch single titled 'Standing My Ground' by Xavier. STIFF RECORDS is flipping the cur- Rumour single 'Emotional Traffic' (BUY 45). The new A side is 'Hard Enough To Show'. THE NEW Gem single from the UK , released through RCA Records. Titled 'Stranglehold', it comes in a special picture bag and is pressed in red 

Phonogram's first tape-only com- pilations in three years. The tapes, each running for at least an hour, are Disco (REEL 001), featuring Village People, Crown Heights Affair, Hamilton Bohannon, Ritchie Family and the Bar-Kays: Pop Hits (REEL 002), including Elton John, the Boom- town Rats, David Essex, Dire Straits, 10CC and Lindisfame; Rock Volume I (REEL 003), with Status Quo, Black Sabbath, Rush, Nazareth and B.T.O. Rock Volume II (REEL 004), covering Graham Parker, Steve Miller, City Boy, the Rumour, Robert Johnson and God- ley and Creme; Easy Listening (REEL 005) takes in the Syd Lawrence Orches- tra, Paul Mauriat, Gheorghe Zamfir, the Benny Goodman Orchestra, Stephane Grappelli and Horst Jankowski. Advertising for the series will be taken in the music consumer and trade press while 4000 posters will be mailed out to dealers.  

BERNARD McDONALD, previously with WEA Records' promotion depart- ment, has set up his own promotion company which will concentrate on merchandising and point of sale dis- plays. Known as Sneddi Merchandising Ltd, it is based at 32, Montgomery Street, Edinburgh. Telephone: 031 557 0577. PHONOGRAM HAS renewed its licen- sing deal with disco label H&L, which is headed by Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creatore. First product under the new deal is the Cynthia Woodard single 'California Drcamin' released this week. A NEW UK independent label - Plant Music - has been launched by Anthony Yadgaroff. Based at 60 St James' Street, London, SW1, forthcoming releases include product from The Bluesbusters, The Julie Mangos and The Rocs tars. 
PHONODISC WILL in future be known as Polygram Record Services Ltd. The name change is in line with similar moves taking place in the Polyg- ram Group worldwide. 

TERRY KING Management has signed Caravan and Pye Hastings - renewing the association after a five-year break. BARN RECORDS has signed the Durham-based duo Splinter, who scored with 'Costafine Town' on Dark Horse. Scheduled for release in the near future are a single 'Danger Zone' and an album Streets Of Night. 
Letter; CD 

Ins&Outs 
PHONOGRAM'S DIRECTOR of business affairs David Baker resigns at the end of June to become commercial and legal director of Video Arts Ltd and Video Arts Television Ltd - which make management training films and 

However, Baker will continue as business affairs consultant to Phonog- ram for an indefinite period and will also be available as a consultant generally to the music business. Baker joined the company in April, 

WINGS TO tour? Paul McCartney caught in conversation with promoter Harvey Goldsmith (right) at the recent reception to launch the new Wings LP Back To The Egg staged by EMI at its Abbey Road studios. Pictured with them is Bob Mercer, EMI GRD man- aging director.  

1975. As yet ning a replacement for him on a per- manent basis has been made. SUZANNE THOMAS, who previously worked in Chrysalis Records inter- national department, has been appoin- ted international label co-ordinator for Infinity Records. She will report to John Wilkes, MCA and Infinity international manager. THE NEW Chrysalis promotion man- ager is Phil Long who moves to the position from being promotion manager at the Music Division. Long was pre- viously promotion manager at EMI LRD. DAVE ASPDEN, head of television promotions at RCA for the last two and a half years, leaves at the end of this month to join management and produc- tion company Sound Barrier. Aspden will look after day to day running of the company reporting to directors Steve Wolfe and Ronnie Scott, who are man- agers and producers of Bonnie Tyler. FIONA TAYLOR has joined Island Music as international manager replacing Denise Smith. She was pre- viously promotion manager with Rebel Records. 

I FEEL a recent decision by CBS should be brought to your and the rest of the music industries' attention. The decision I refer to is the deletion of three 12" singles, in Anita Ward, Earth Wind and Fire and McFadden and Whitehead. These are at a special price of £1.99, 50p more than a normal CBS 12" single, because they are UNLIMITED!! Onreceivingadelivery from CBS last Tuesday, I found all three of these singles marked out of stock, please re-order. I phoned CBS to be told that they had in fact been deleted and were now only available on 7". What in fact is the reason for the £1.99 price tag, and the meaning of the word UNLIMITED? How can anyone in this industry have any faith or trust in com- panies that conduct their business in such a way! David Whyte, Penny Farthing Sounds, Dford. Peter Robinson, CBS marketing director, replies: CBS RECORDS instigated the £1.99 range for the majority of IZ-inch single releases to acknowledge the heavy level of demand for singles in this form. Limited editions of anywhere between 5,000 and 15,000 were frequently insufficient to meet even the initial demand from retailers on these hot singles. We decided to increase price thereby making it possible economically for us to make them more freely available. We supplied large quantities of all three of the singles quoted despite the manufacturing difficulties these gave us until such time as we felt we were unable to continue. It is standard industry practice in the US for manufacturers to delete 12-inch singles in this way. We will continue to make our £1.99 range of 12-inch singles as freely available as 
WHEN WE were preparing our cam- paign to persuade record dealers that printed music was an ideal sideline, Record Business was suggested as a first class medium for our advertising. I thought you would like to know that we are delighted with the good response to the double-page we ran in May and are still following up leads. Obviously we shall be using Record Business again. Alan Kirk, Sales Manager, Music Sales Ltd.   
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MULLINGS 
WHEN ARIOLA m.d. Robin Blanchnower returns from America next month, expect an announcement regarding a label deal for the ultrahot Sky which will not involve the German-owned company's American subsidiary . . . and another major deal for five of the world's most respected musicians is in the offing for Japan . . . which reminds us to offer a word of congratulations to marketing director Andrew Pryor and all concerned for a slendidly conceived campaign which surely helped give Sky liftoff... and a further congratulatory flurry to Mike Stanford and the Cream team for the impressive design at the UK end of EMI's lavish and colourful 172-page advertorial in Billboard, skilfully edited by Bob Hart and Dan Davis . . . one of the most interesting sections concerns EMI's future intentions in tv albums. GRD m.d. Bob Mercer says, "We are coming to the end of that phase. We have achieved our objectives and in future we shall treat tv as just another medium ... I would rather see £ 1 million less spent on tv next year and £ 1 million 
Y'ALL HEAH this - after all the fussin', the Jim Halsey Organisation finally presents its UK country venture with a Roy Clark-Oakridge Boys gig at London'sDominionTheatreonJuly 12,inconjunctionwithDerekBlock. . .but whatever happened to Robert Paterson's country music extravaganza which we seem to remember was supposed to take place next month at Longleat? . . . are you ready for the new Mud - with a girl lead singer, one Margo Buchanan. Band is now signed to Carrere but nothing scheduled so far . . . still awaiting new albums from Eagles and Fleetwood Mac, WEA has put back the next Boney M album Oceans Of Fantasy until August . . . which, according to sources not a million miles from Manchester Square, may also be the month when Stevie's secret coned finally slip out (a mere 12 months after the LRD sales conference heard the first rough mixes). Rumour also has it that the man actually arrived at Motown's US office with the tape of his next single - and then disappeared without letting on what it was to be - watch this space for the next incredibly boring episode in the continuing sage of the record industry's most definite maybe . . . WHILE GEOFF HOWE is uttering his "bring 'cm back alive" tax-cut leasers to the exiled superstars, (did he learn a thing or two as an EMI mainboard director?) we hear that Pink Floyd have quietly departed these shores for the South of France . . . whatever happens to records of companies that didn't make it? - well our man in Pinner spotted lots of old Private Stock and Power Exchange singles being offered as prizes on the darts stall at a local fair . . . the search is on - Radio London is out to find Miss Reggae Rockers 1979 and producer David Carter wouldliketohearfromaspiringblackbeautiesby July 10 . . . although a two-time dissappointment in the UK, the Suzi Quatro-Chris Norman duet 'Stumblin' In' last week celebrated 20 weeks in Record World's singles chart . . . also Stateside, Bette Middler's 'Married Men' single seems to have stolen a march on the Bonnie Tyler soundtrack version from The World Is Full Of.. . movie . . . Decca fast off the mark to cash in on the music of the fab Fiat telly commercial by releasing as a single, 'Largo A1 Factotum' by Sherrill Milnes . . . last week, CBS and classical manager Peter Stallworthy parted company . . . Hot Stuff indeed, in the US Donna Summer tops singles, albums and disco chart. . . not quite such hot stuff, EMI America signs Long John Baldry . . . gifts to departing CBS director Norman Stollman at a farewell Crockford's party - books on antiques from April Music, executive talking teddy bear from Jeff Wayne, a painting from GTO and two crystal decanters from CBS . . . FILM SOUNDTRACK specialists Ronco readying music from Farrah Fawcett-Majors movie Sunburnt, with 11 tracks from the film and nine others added . . . Vitas Gemlaitis and Victor Pecci (you know, they play a bit of tennis) digging Dire Straits at Hammersmith after the Paraguyan giant-killer (see D. Mail) phoned manager Ed Bicknell with a request for tickets . . . Nick Massey and Mac Mclntyre wish it to be known that they are now officially handling K-tel press relations ... on June 28, BBC-2 screening Beside The Sea: Muddy Waters - no, not the vetbluesman in concert, but a documentary on the molluscs of the Dart Estuary. 
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NEWS 

EMI TV re-promotes 
Beach Boys plus 10 
EMI IS going back on television with the first release in its current series of compilation albums, The Beach Boys 20 Golden Greats (EMTV1), which to date has sold over 1.1 million units. The album, which had continued to turn over in the region of 4000 copies weekly since its original release, will form the focal point of a re-promotion of 11 of the best-selling tv albums. A campaign spend of £185,000 has been allocated, with national rv pro- motion, using the original surfing commercials, running from July 9 to mid-August. To make the package more than usually attractive to the trade, EMI is building in a number of pricing incen- tives. The Beach Boys album will be 

mi 
THE IMPRESSIVE Juke Box browser unit designed for EMI's summer tv re-promotion of the Beach Boys 20 Golden Greats album plus 10 other best-sellers 

given the benefit of a limited 20,000 copies pressing in blue vinyl, and although the new suggested list price is £5.29, orders placed before the end of the month will be serviced at the prc-increase prices of £4.40 (LP) and £4.60 (tape). The catalogue discount campaign is calculated on a sliding discount, supplementary to existing Music Centre discounts, varying from 2j percent for 15 units to 10 percent for 50 units. Orders for 25-60 units will additionally qualify for a campaign browser and poster. For orders of 100 or more units (at least 50 from the back catalogue), EMI has available 600 merchandising units designed to resemble a juke box. This will feature a display header for the Beach Boys album and will hold 120 LPs and 32 tapes. All records will be shipped on firm sale and normal dealer margins will apply except in the case of the Beach Boys and the Monument To British Rock albums, where a 25 percent margin is applicable. The other albums in the package are by Glenn Campbell, Shadows, Cliff Richard, Nat King Cole, Frank Sinatra, Hollies, Cliff Richard & The Shadows, plus Country Life and Don't Walk Boogie. 

CONFUSED WITH 
FIGURES? 

;re are some more: 
65% of all adults own LPs 30% of all adults buy annually. (9% give them away!) 12% - very select - spend more 
than £10 each year. 
64% of the 'select' are under 35 
and 32% currently listen to Radio Luxembourg - li million top L.P. 
buyers. (Source: T.G.I. 1978) 
Phone Nigel Mort on 01-439 7401 to advertise on 

Britain's only National commercial radio station 
208m Medium W&vc 1459 Khz. 

Peter Bailey 

leaves RCA 
PETER BAILEY, RCA's com- mercial marketing director left the company last week after what was officially described as "a basic disagreement on marketing strategy". Managers who previously re- ported to Bailey will now report to managing director Ken Glancy. 

Conference plans 
RECORD COMPANIES are sticking to the UK for this year's sales con- ferences—the only exception being CBS which is to stage a joint con- ference with CBS International in Spain, in August. Conference details are as follows: WEA—Cheltenham, September 6-7. Decca—Metropole Hotel, Birming- ham, July 12-14. Pye—Central Hotel, Heathrow, September 6-7. Polydor— Dormy Hotel, Bournemouth, August 29-31. United Artists—Metropole Hotel, Birmingham, August 4-6. RCA —Gatwick Park Hotel, August 30- September 4. MFP—Kensington Close Hotel, August 28. EMI will be holding its sales con- ferences in Britain early in September, but the location is still to be decided. 

MSD factory 
fire-man dies 
DAVE KNOTT, the fitter who was badly burned in the fire which brought MSD's Leicester pressing plant to a halt, died in hospital on June 16. Knott was working on one of the presses, when hydraulic fluid escaped from a pressure hose and caught fire. MSD managing director Ian Miles estimated that the bill for damage, including the probable write-off of 16 presses, repairs to the building and the extra costs of securing emergency pressing elsewhere, could be as high as £750,000. He said that repairs to the building alone would cost £100,000 and thought that it was probable that an alternative factory site would have to be found to install new equipment. "For the time being we are able to maintain supplies, mainly thanks to CBS, but I am concerned about where we shall be able to find pressing capacity for our autumn release of 22 albums," he said. 
Sayer's USSR deal CHRYSALIS RECORDS has clin- ched its first deal for the release in Russia of Leo Sayer product. An album of the artists' greatest hits is to be manufactured and distri- buted in the Soviet Union by Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga. The agree- ment followed a visit to Moscow by Chrysalis director, Des- Brown. 

Wonder's well-kept secret LP 
"STEVIE WONDER'S almost out"—or so proclaim the promo T-shirts courtesy of an ever hopeful Motown Records. Wonder's secret, his new LP The Secret Life Of Plants, has been almost out since last Christmas and the on-off, on-off saga of the album is fast ap- proaching the ridiculous with Motown still unable to confirm a release date. At last year's EMI sales conference it was hinted that the LP—the sound- track to a forthcoming Columbia film —could be on the shelves by Christ- mas. At Midcm in January, sections of the LP were played at a lavish Mo- town party with releases expected the 
# from page 1 decided to peg singles at £1 and al- bums at £5. In addition to the price rises de- tailed in RB last week, Pye Records, DJM and EMI have now issued their new price lists. Other record com- panies have so far only implemented VAT increases, with further price rises expected from many of them in the next few weeks. From July 2 EMI singles will retail at £1.15, 12-inch singles at £1.99 and standard albums at £5.29. Other increases include DJM—singles £1.06, standard albums £4.79; Pye— singles £1.05, albums at £4.50 and £5.25; United Artists—UAK al- bums are £5.39 and not £5.99 as announced last week. 

following tr It was then put back to March because of problems over the sleeve. It was then postponed because of a dispute over the film between Wonder and Columbia. With release planned for June, it was yet again postponed so that Wonder could add "sounds of nature" to the album. It has now been put back yet again so that certain tracks can be remixed on digital equipment. Motown is still waiting for delivery of the final tapes, with the latest guess at a release date early August. In the meantime Motown's promo- tion department has been quietly tearing its hair out. T-shirts and books of the film have been rushed out to the media whenever LP release looked imminent—the latest batch of T- shirts going out last month. 
out sunflower seeds accompanied by claims that the album will be with them by the time the seeds sprout... that was January, and now numerous retailers are the proud owners of nice tall sunflowers. When the LP is finally released. Motown also hope to put out a single —however Wonder has so far declined to inform the company which track can be lifted. There is also apparently enough material left over from The Secret Life Of Plants for a second Wonder LP to be released later this year. 
RECORD BUSINESS June 25 1979 



THE NEW SINGLE 

"I Write The Songs" 
ARIST 280. 

Taken from the Album "MANILOW MAGIC. The Best ofBarrvM-milow" 
Album: ARTY 2. Cassette: ARTVC 2. 
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Midtown Manhattan majors 
Playing for high stakes "NEW YORK is where the business started, and in the last few years most of the new artists to break have come from the East Coast," says Ron Alexenburg, president of Infinity Records. And adds Atlantic Records chairman Ahmet Ertegun: "New York is the place where the offices are and where the business is happening." After years of waning influence, New York has once again become a key recording centre for America and the business nexus of the worldwide record industry. In part, this is because of such New York-associated music phenomena as disco and new-wave rock. And in a financial sense, the city's recapturing of centre stage from California and Lon- don comes from its geographic location as a way station between Europe and Los Angeles in the ver more inter- national record business. "It look a little courage for any com- pany not to fold up its tents and race out to the West Coast sometime in the last decade," says Robert Summer, pres- ident of RCA Records. "There was the appearance that the West Coast 

- "New York COEN SOLLEVELD - s happening." "the centre of the ent 

share of the U.S. market than CBS and is equally profitable. Last year, WEA - which stands for the Warner Bros., Elektra/Asylum/Nonesuch, and Atlan- tic labels - reported operating revenues of $617 million and operating income of $92.6 million. Market share of this magnitude, in turn, gives these companies the leverage to expand further, maximizing prom- otion and distribution and giving them the wherewithal to maintain a sizable artist roster while constantly working to lure big-name acts away from rivals. Smaller companies - even ones as large as RCA, which reported world- wide sales last year of $5 50 million - are thus replaced at a natural disadvantage. RCA president Summer admits his company was not even in the running when it came to the McCartney con- tract. "We weren't even asked," he candidly admits. RCA, one of the oldest labels, has found itself with a dwindling piece of the record pie from its own artists. Last year, the label's share of the business " was estimated at about 7 percent - a that you're taking bigger portion of which is attributable to heart and the soul of the record indus- above the $2.6 billion that    . try. But it's good for the industry that picture industry took in at the box and bigger gambles," says CBS/Records continued sales of its valuable Elvis Pre- there's now an apparent balance bet- office. Until a few years ago the situation Group president Walter Yelnikoff who sley catalogue, ween East and West Coast companies, was reversed, with motion pictures con- negotiated the McCartney deal. Yet- And possibly the balance has even tip- sistently leading records in total nikoff is seen in the industry as a prime ped because' New York is clearly the revenues. instigator of the kinds of bidding wars international centre of the record indus- What has happened, according to v try - it's the crossroads." ious record-company surveys,is that Despite the immense size of the generation that grew up with rock 'n' to what exists now in me movie anc $3.5-bilUon recording industry, a half roll has not only continued to purchase publishing fields - has developed dozen entertainment conglomerates — records as it has matured, it has There is concern that the emphasis 

RCA has lately embarked on an aggressive strategy to gain market share by manufacturing and distribution 
mer calls the "critical mass" necessary to maintain a full-blown pressing and distribution network. Significantly, i CBS, Warner Communications, increased its consumption as it has few big productions will be at the has just completed a hookup with A&M, Polygram, RCA, MCA, and Capitol- grown older and gained purchasing expense of new artists who may be a highly successful independent West EMI - account for 85 percent of the power. Meanwhile, the current teen denied exposure and back-up. In fact, it Coast label, with RCA now taking care records that are sold in the United population has maintained its addiction is estimated that it takes a minimum of of all of A&M's pressing and dis- States. And within a small strip of to vinyl. And the record industry as a $250,000, with all the costs of recording tribution activies. Some observers midtown Manhattan, you can find the whole has been lifted to a new plateau of and promotion involed, to launch a new believe the deal is a prelude to an even- offices of four of these companies - sales success that makes the 1960s seem rock act today. tual purchase of A&M by RCA, though CBS, Warner, Polygram, and RCA - paltry by comparison. "It's costing more, a great deal more, both companies deny it. But it will which together control nearly 70 per- The most dramatic evidence of the but the potential rewards are also a great succeed, Summer says, in moving RCA cent. To be here in New York is a profit potential of the record business deal more," Yetnikoff adds. "So how up to an overall 13 percent of the U.S. necessity: When Los Angeles-based was demonstrated last year by the sue- selective and accurate you are in your market, which "will properly position MCA recently decided to reinvigorate cess of the soundtrack album for 5aiur- judgment calls becomes more and more it." its faltering sales and fading artist ros- day Night Fever, with its multiple Bee crucial. You can make a lot of money With the concentration trend gaining, ter, it launched a new label. Infinity Gees hits. The two-record set went on to and lose a lot of money. The industry there is some concern among the inde- Records - in New York. sell nearly 30 million copies worldwide, seems to be coming down to winners and pendent distributors that by the end of The point is further underlined by the or 60 million records in all. At a sugges- losers." One of those losers was CBS's 1979 there may be no more independent presence in New York of Coen Sol- ted retail price of $12.98, usually dis- Broadcast Row rival ABC. It lost about labels left. And this concern has been leveld, president of Polygram, the counted to about $9 a set, the album's $80 million on its record division over enough to cause the Justice Department world's largest record company, with retail sales approached $300 million, worldwide sales last year of $1.6 bil- nearly quadrupling the gross rentals on lion. Solleveld says he is based in the blockbuster Paramount movie. New York because he considers the On these chart-busting sellers, the city "such a great centre of activity - profit bonanza is great for both the perhaps the centre of the entertain- artists and the record companies, reports show that escalating ment world." His being here also Depending on the recording and prom- emphasizes Polygram's goal of gaining otion costs, the artist and company a share of the lucrative United States each earn up to $1.50 and even more market equal to the 30 percent level it each record sold. And the biggest 

the last four years and finally sold ii recently to MCA, which has been expanding its base. While Yetnikoffs company is clearly 
D potential a 

Yet there a holdouts, don't find it is threatening to , says Arista president Clive Davis, nothing that Arista's 6 percent share beginning to bite into profit margins of album chart spots on Record there. The CBS/Records Group (wholly World's 1978 album compilation chart for owned by CBS, Inc.) encompasses a put it ahead of RCA, ABC, MCA, :or- score of labels - the best known are and Motown. "I think it's a  .n many other countries. ding artists command royalty rates that Columbia and Epic - and by itself rep- threatening trend to all of the artists, As it is. Polygram last year had place them in an earning league which resents between 20 and 25 percent of the who will get lost in the record- $470 million in U.S. sales, or about can make the highest-paid actors seem US record business. Recently, it company computers." Indeed. But 13 percent of the. market. like pikers. reported worldwide revenues of $946.5 although they may lose their way in As the record industry has grown Recently, for example, Paul Simon million in 1978, up 20 percent for the the bureaucracies, at least these artists multinationally, so has it erupted reportedly agreed to a $13-miIlion War- year. But profits of $93.8 million were will know where to find those monetarily, reaping profits and risks ner's contract and ex-Beatle Paul up only 12 percent, reflecting the cost of record-company computers in the first here at a pace outstripping virtually all McCartney signed a package worth $20 squeeze. place - in New York, by Jack Egan other entertainment modes. million from CBS and British EMI - the The chief domestic rival for CBS is Last year, the r i industry had richest deal of its kind. p 20 "Itse WEA - the Warner Communications Copyright ( Magazine Co 1979 by the ipany Inc. Rcprin New York Magazi 
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Q - How do you make Mondays feel like 
Wednesdays? 

A - Simple - take out a subscription to Record 
Business. 

Q - Why? 
A - It's the paper that starts the week right. First 

with the news, fastest with those vital new chart 
entries, the early-warning Airplay Guide to the future 
best-sellers, and exhaustive with the new release 
listings. 

Q - Can I afford it? 

A - Well, it costs a bargain £17.50 for a year, copies 
delivered first class through the letterbox. But the 
answer is another question. 

Can you afford to he without it? 

Record Business 

cures those 

Monday morning blues 

NAME  
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Sutwcrlption rates 

South America. Africa, In Australasia/Far East  USA/Canada  

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR £... NATURE OF BUSINESS  
Floor Post Room, Oakfield House, Perrymount Road Send to Record Business Subscription Servicing, Ground Floor Haywards Heath, West Sussex RH16 3DH. Tel: 04444 59188 



CLASSIGAL Edited by Frank Granville Barker 

RCA blooms 
with gold and 
silver Bream 
TO COINCIDE with the current major tour of the UK by the Julian Bream Consort, RCA has reissued three albums starring Bream as solo guitarist, lutenist and accompanist. They all remind us that he remains not only the pioneer of the classical guitar in this country, but also the most versatile and imaginative of all today's players. As solo guitarist he plays a selection of pieces by Giuliani, Sor and Diabelli on an album rightly entitled The Classic Guitar (RL 42760). As lutenist, a field in which he reigns supreme, he is feawred in Dances of Dowland (RL 42761) as soloist, and in Sweet, Stay Awhile (GL 42752) he accompanies Peter Pears in Elizabethan songs and others composed by Benjamin Britten. Bream has recorded steadily for RCA, producing an album a year, and a new one is already in the pipeline, the first of a carefully planned series. The company 1 he leading ladies in tne opera sets covered our costs. We have pertormed a great pianist has ever been able to resist, has embarked on a campaign to promote constitute a whole constellation, valuable service to the real Mozart- There is a good deal of competition, the 27 units (single albums and box sets) including Montserrat Caballe, Janet loving public, allowing them to collect therefore, notably from Artur Rubin- which cover his playing of a uniquely Baker, Mirella Freni, Ileana Cotrubas, all the great music he composed at stein, but Claudio Arrau goes right to comprehensive repertoire from the clas- Martina Arroyo, Jessye Norman, Kiri medium price level. We have been the top of the league with this new sical period to the present day. Te Kanawa and Frederica von Stade. delighted by the many appreciative let- recording. He reaches into the very soul Some 2,000 full colour posters have What makes these box sets an attrac- ters we have received." of the music, which he expresses with a been printed, using the picture of him in rive proposition is that they work out at In fact, the Mozart Edition has been freely singing touch underlined by satis- his garden to reflect the 'Julian Bream in £2.50 for each LP, whereas two-thirds so successful that the company is fyingly rich sound in the bass. Full Bloom' campaign slogan, of them, if bought separately, would embarking on a similar collected edition cost £4.75. So the various sets are of Handel. It's encouraging in generally genuine bargains for the keen Mozart difficult times that a company finds it collector. The presentation is practical can pay off to be so adventurous. 

NEXT WEEK sees the Classics for GEORG SOLTI has just been honoured Pleasure release of an album by James with a Doctorate of Music by Harvard Galway and the London Virtuosi of University, an honorary title to add to music by Beethoven, Bach and Tele- those already given by Yale, Oxford and mann (CFP 40318, rrp £1.75). This is other seats of learning. The citation the first album by Galway to come out in praised him for "the intelligent concern the budget range of less than £2. for the composer's purpose which he The recordings were made by Abbey brings to his matchless interpretations" Records in 1972 during the now free- and pointed to his many recordings lance falurist's period with the Berlin which have won world-wide acclaim. Philharmonic. All are attractive pieces Solti's new success this month is the for flute supported by two or three other complete Ariadne auf Naxos in his series soloinstruments.andshould enjov huge of Richard Strauss operas for Decca sales. (D103D3). 

Phonogram 
completes its 
Mozart plan 
WITH ITS July release of Mozart: 50 Symphonies (Philips 6747 374, sixteen LPs) Phonogram completes its mam- moth Mozart Edition. Involving 148 LPs presented in 16 de luxe boxes, this must be the most ambitious project ever carried out by a record company. The complete edition, made up of albums released over several years, covers every aspect of Mozart's music, and leaves one dazed by the thought that a man who died at the age of 35 could have composed so much first-rate music. There are naturally some var- iations in quality to be found in his massive output of operas, symphonies, concertos, chamber and vocal works, but there is never a dud. The line-up of famous orchestras and soloists is mightily impressive. Ingrid Haebler is surely the hardest worker of all, featuring in 13 LPs as soloists in the piano concertos and another 14 playing the music for solo piano. 

m 

RCA RECENTLY hosted a lunch to present Julian Bream and John Williams with gold and silver discs for Together and Together Again, their combined releases on RCA. Seen in the picture (L to R) are Ralph Mace, RCA international marketing, Madeleine Kasket, RCA classical promotion, Julian Bream, John Williams and Ray Crick, RCA classical product manager. 
and elegant, all the boxes containing booklets with notes by experts. Phonogram is pleased with sales,   which it describes as "remarkably CHOPIN; COMPLETE NOCTUR- 

REVIEW 

i, but we have already n a challenge to the performer that n 

CLASSICAL TOP 10 1 HAYDN: Symphonies Nos 82 & 83. Academy of St Martin-in-lhe-Fields/Marriner (Philips 9500 519) 2 SCHUBERT: Lieder. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Sviatoslav Fiichler (Deutsche Gtammophon 2530 988) 3 ELGAR: Enigma Variations. Royal Philharmonic/Del Mar (Privilege 2535 217) 4 HAYDN: Symphonies Nos 94 & 101. Berlin Philharmonic/Kari Richter (Privilege 2535 289) 5 PROKOFIEF/RAVEL: Piano Concertos. Andrei Gavrilov,  (Courtesy ol St Martin's 

London Symphony/Rattle (HMV ASD 3571) 6 MENDELSSOHN: Overtures. New Philharmonia/Atzmon (HMV ESD 7003) 7 THE ART OF TITO GOBBI (HMV RLS 738) 8 JOHN WILLIAMS: Changes (PYE TOOFA12) 9 BYRD: MASSES. Christchurch Cathedral Choir, Oxford/Preston (ARGO ZRG 858) 0 MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No 4 & Overtures. Vienna Philharmonic/Dohnanyi (Decca SXDL 7500) torOs, Leicester) 

1 

PHILIPS MOZART EDITION 
1 The final release in this momentous edition _ 

VOLUME ONE - 
THE 50 SYMPHONIES TflMlTllllliTIf i 
The 30 early Symphonies Iom^^8EE1m^ ~ i Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields iU'" 1% NEVILLE MARRINER I 
The 20 mature Symphonies 
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam K 

0^™ JOSEF KRIPS 'f 6747 374 (16-record set) E40 PHILIPS 
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Edited by Brian Harrigan RADIO 
Two more ILR 
franchises 

TWO MORE independent stations franchises have been awarded by the IBA - for Dundee/Perth and Chel- tenham/Gloucester. The successful applicants are Tay Sound Broadcasting and the Gloucester- shire Broadcasting Company which, together with the new stations already announced for Cardiff, Coventry and Peterborough, leave just four of the nine "second generation" ILR station fran- chises to be awarded. Chairman of the Gloucestershire Company is Clive Lindley, chief executive of Leisure and Commercial Investments while the vice-chairman is farmer Mark Newent. The board of directors is 11 strong with an average age of 39, and includes playwright and critic Dennis Potter and George Figsworth, who ran Radio Derby from 1971 until last year. The chairman of Tay Sound is James Pow who was overseas managing direc- tor of NCR and the consortium was founded by Kirkcaldy Hospital broad- casting programme controller Daniel Burke with Frank Suttie, Stirling student broadcaster. If both GBC and Tay Sound emulate the speed of their fellow second generation stations they can be expected to begin broadcasting some time next 

' ¥> 

PAUL McCARTNEY and Wings comport themselves as only a highly serious and significant band should while Roger Scott gives the camera the benefit of his dental equipment during a live interview conducted with the band on Capital Radio.  
Roadshow hits the beaches 
SEVEN RADIO One disc jockeys are involved in a marathon 35 date trek by the station's Roadshow during a seven week tour of UK holiday resorts. The live programmes, running Mon- days to Fridays from 1 lam to 12.30pm, will be kicked off by Tony Blackburn in South Wales on July 16 and will be presented, in weekly segments, by Peter Powell, Simon Bates, Paul Burnett, Kid Jensen, Ed Stewart and Dave Lee 

As a result schedules will be switched round with Travis leaving the breakfast show for the seven weeks and taking over Sundays 10am to 1pm. Andy Peebles takes over the breakfast show and his 8-9.50pm evening slot will be filled by Mike Read. Thursday's Talkaboul (7-8pm) will be rested during the period and will return in a new format in the autumn. In its place new disc jockey A1 Matthews will present a soul show. 

Hallam ends 
AIR link 
HALLAM HAS become the latest ILR station to switch its sales house allegiance from AIR Services to Radio Sales and Marketing. The move will come into effect on August 1 ending a relationship with AIR which has existed since June, 1974. The managing director of Hallam, Bill MacDonald, implicitly knocked AIR for failing to live up to expectations when he announced; "Our main concern has been our failure to reap the full benefit of Hallam's exceptional audience figures in a major metropolitan market of unmatched prosperity in the UK." Explaining Hallam's preference for RS&M MacDonald said "They have impressed us with their highly profes- sional and optimistic approach to our particular aspirations and we feel our presence among their relatively short list of clients will help raise Hallam's profile with national advertising agencies". • HALLAM IS entering two teams in a major pro-am golf tournament taking place in south Yorkshire in September to which the top names on the European professional circuit have been invited. The first consists of celebrities and per- sonalities connected with the station - while the second will be filled by local golfers who come through a tournament being organised locally by Hallam. 

The Bockshow Chart 
1 2 COMMUNIQUE Dire Straits - Vertigo 2 3 LABOUR OF LUST Nick Lowe - Radar 3 - NILS Nils Lolgren - A&M 4 10 SHADES IN BED Records - Virgin 5 1 DO IT YOURSELF Ian Dury & the Blockheads - Slifl 6 6 STATE OF SHOCK Ted Nugent - Epic 7 5 REPEAT WHEN NECESSARY Dave Edmunds - Swan Song 8 9 THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT Who - Polydor 9 4 LODGER David Bowie - RCA 10 - WHERE I SHOULD BE Peter Frampton - A&M 11 8 IT'S ALIVE Ramones - Sire 12 7 RICKIE LEE JONES Rickie Lee Jones - Warner Bros 13 12 DUTY NOW FOR THE FUTURE Devo - Virgin 14 - GET THE KNACK Knack - Capitol 15 11 DISCOVERY Electric Light Orchestra - Jet d horn the top temal-p^wl all 

Radio One/Andy Peebles 
SECRETS 'RSIIMSto- 6l^a"°0 

KKS&'Sl.'K* WHERE J^HOULD BE Pao fiamplon 
BRMB/Robin Valk NILS Nils Lolgren - A&M BLUE KENTUCKY GIRL Emmylou Han SHADES IN BED Records - Virgin 

lODGER David Bowie - RCi 
City/Phil Easton GET THE KNACK Knack - Capilol NILS Nils LotorEP - A&M 

Luxembourg/Stuart Henry 
LODGER D fl Bo RCA 
HIGHTOWlteiy Raltedy - Uniltd Artists STATE OF SHOCK TM Nugent - Epic 
Metro/Malcolm Herdmen 

Victory/Andy Ferriss 
BBC Merseyside/Phil 

Orwell/Pele Barraclough 

Pennine/Bob Preedy 
BBC London/Stuart Colman EN NECESSARY Dj.e Eonunds - 

SOON FORWMID (iegor, to 
BBC Newcastle/Ian Penman, Dick Godlrey, Tom Noble 

Nottingham/Jaye C VGEN SAND Kiia Hagen Bam) - CBS 

Clyde/Dougie Donnelly 
NIL? N™ Lolgren - A&M . . gerajnt watkins & the DOMiNATORs Tees/Brian Anderson 

Capital/Nicky Home s^^hL^^^ep. THE ™DS*ARE AtmOHT Who" PcWdoi WHERE I SHOULD BE fWeTFiamplon 
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BBC Sheffield/Winton BBC Manchester/Peter Cooper S!)a"at1 & iohn Woodruff 
Mel a 



^RADIOACTIVE: Strongest Airplay Gains MINUTE BY MINUTE DOOBIE BROTHERS—Warner Bros IF I HAD YOU KORGIS—Rialto GIRLS TALK DAVE EDMUNDS—Swansong BAD GIRLS DONNA SUMMER—Casablanca DISCO COMPUTER TRANSVOLTA—Pinnacle/Firebird DANCE WITH YOU CARRIE LUCAS—Solar DON'T KILL IT CAROL MANFRED MANN S EARTH BAND— 
AIRPLAY 

AIRPLAY RATING 

5*j69 
3 ★_61 a*! 6i 
1 ★! 59 2* 59 3*; 55 4-* 55 5*1 54 6* 53 
9* 51 

7*1 33 
9* 33 

9* 27 6* 26 
2* 25 3*; 24 

8* 

9* 18 O* 18 
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ACTION FOR THE COMING WEEK 

GUIDE 

TOP NEWSPINS: Strongest NewEntries 

iAl 

62 ★ 
65 ★ 
68 ★ 
71 ★ 

77 ★ 
79 ★ 

85* 

90 ★ 

96 ★ 
99* 

1 02 ★ 
104 
107* 

115* 

119* 120 
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RETAILING 

TV GUIDE Wholesale & Import 
Round-up 

aucea oymc lory govern with the hefty price rises OfE. 
all K-Tel's 

ii ^rrvKZire 

Kie. NE.oas in the past have relied on UK sources, Coim/ry by Hogshead a GiS ^ are likely to move into imports with the PeopUWho Are Still Grot h higher retail prices making it even more Robert and Friends. pin not just Up in the wilds of A 
LPDerbek Wrenn, from Scotia, Edin- Sle^^^Beef album^r/y Zll And G8CS3 burgh, commented: "We're sticking Rockiu' Sides. Sweet Temptation by 

changed."' ' Venigr^s^hsfngleribRedn Retenge"- One of the fastest selling imports of (GRAD 2), the second disc to be bEL11J the week is the Blondie single'One Way released by West Midlands retailer 

II 

& Whitehead - Phit 

Vsll 

the Kiss LP Dynasty on US import. stock on European import - titled London-based 1-Stop has picked up 'Metal Postcard' and sung in German, distribution of the ESP catalogue, which Also in stock are a load of US cut-outs 

among the titles. Ken Booth's I'm Just A Man, Bunny Lightning Records, currently com- Maloney's Magtc Woman, on Moodisc, piling^ 1,000 title catalogue of over- plus Pure^Hom which features Dean 
1039 EH labdlSRaySunpPs^rckabillyRebillio'n Ma'd^Whh^Me^'a^T'versio^6of 

' " " " ^cl^Frencttit man- 

[ES3 ARRIVING NEXT WEEK 

ALL TITLES IN THE 
RB TV GUIDE NOW 

AVAILABLE 
FROM 

RELAY 
RECORDS 

Next day delivery- 
anywhere in the UK 

Relay Records Ltd 
9, Cherington Rd 

London W7 

Tel: (accounts) 
01-579 6125/4249 

(sales) 
01-579 9921/3197 

AMAZING OZ IMPORTS 
BUZZCOCKS 12, PISTOLS 12, 4-TRACK E.P.s from 

DOORS, QUO, ZEPPELIN. 
OZROCK FROM COLD CHISEL, SKYHOOKS, RADIO 

BIRDMAN, JO JO ZEP, ANGLES, RICHARD CLAPTON 
NEW COMPILATIONS FROM ELVIS, URIAH HEEP, 

SABBATH, STONES 
Watch out for list or call 
01-388 0137 

llstopl 
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SHOWCASE 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATES 
"S^OKINQS 

S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED 
BRITAIN'S NO. 1 Complete manufacturers catalogue In stock at all times. TOP 75 ALBUMS, SINGLES AND TAPES, PLUS ALL TV. PRODUCT. Our prices - strict trade on LP's and Tapes over £150 value, otherwise 3 per cent handling charge. Singles at strict trade, plus 3 per cent handling charge. No rounded up figures to disguise inflated prices. Accessories include Card, Polythene & PVC cov- ers, Blank cassettes, Mirrors, Record & Cassette Cases, Mirror badges & up to the minute sew-on patches. We can supply anywhere in the world and extended finance can be arranged for export customers -our service to Northern Ireland is, without doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to the whole of the UK. We are now firmly established in our custom-built warehouse and would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look around. We have been in the business for four years. REMEMBER THE NAME- YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT 

S. GOLD& SONS LIMITED 777/779 High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4QS PHONE 01-558 2121/2 24 hour answering service 01-556 2429. 

RECORD BUSINESS 
Need it? You better believe it 

Wa give you an American-style Top 100 chart - the very first in this country to be based on sales AND airplays. Plus, an at-a-glance guide to all the records being played by the top 20 radio stations throughout the country. Plus, accurate hit forecasting by a panel of radio programmers, record publishers and disc jockets. You can have a copy on your desk or front door mat first thing every Monday morning for just £17,50 a year by using this special introductory offer coupon. Pick up a pen 

Europe  Middle East  South America. Africa. Australasia/Far East . USACanada  
NAME  
ADDRESS.... 

....£17.50 for 51 issues 

.. $80.00 sent by airmail 

NATURE OF BUSINESS ... 
.I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR £.... 

Send to Record Business Subscription Servicing, Ground Floor Post Room, Oskfleld House, Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath, West Sussex RH16 3DH. Tel: 0444 59188 
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STEREO ALBUMS 8p EACH 
Famous artists and labels Write: COLOSSEUM RECORDS, Department RB 134S, 20th Street, Philadelphia P.A. 19103 U.S.A. 

200% MARK UP Mirror Badges (up to 3 colours) from lOp. Send for free sample and title list, ALSO pop key fobs, prismagic badges, concert photos, fine art sketches etc. Send £2.00 for com- plete set of samples to: Dynamics (Dept. M3), 6c Brand Street, Hitchin, Herts. Tel: 0462-35198. 

SECRETARY Pop Marketing Manager of major U.K. record company requires secretary with accurate typing, shorthand or speed writing, and creative abilities. Music industry experience is prefer- red as the position includes constant contact with artist management and the media. Please apply in strict con- fidence. Box No. RB. 150 

ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY 

The Music Publishers' Association, representing both popular and serious music publishers, seeks applications for the job of Assistant Secretary. The right candidate will be 25-40, currently earning not less than £5000 p.a., and have proven ability in administration, public relations, and the popular music industry. 
Reply in confidence, enclosing c.v., to The Secretary, Music Publishers' Association, 73/75 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7TB. 

A & M RECORDS LTD 
require 

PA/Secretary 
for their busy promotion department 

Applicant should have some knowledge of the Music Industry, preferably in the Radio Promotion field, and should be enthusiastic and willing to work flexible hours. 
Shorthand and typing essential. Good holidays, Salary negotiable 

Alan McGee A&M Records 136 New Kings Road London SW6. 

I 
I 



★ Star ratings range from basic promotion to full multi-media campaign • Single likely to promote album 
THE NEW ALBUMS 
with ★★★★★ campaign guide: July 1-15 

DISTRIBUTORS A-Pye; B-One Stops; C-CBS; D-Ronco; E-EMI; F-Phonodisc; G-K-Tel; H-Llghtning; J-Multlple Sound; K-Creole/CBS; L-Lugtons; M-Spartan; N-€nterpris©; O-President; R-RCA; S-Selecta: U-Warwick; W-WEA; Z-Word. 1 ARTIST TiTlE (Label) ' LP No. (Casselle No) Oist 1 IPRRP CassttteRfiP Carxaign p/yts 



If 

CHBNNSCHAP's first production for ARISTA 

THIEVES 
Their first single 

FOUR HUNDRED DRAGONS 
Instant action on American radio. 

Released in the U.K.June 29th. 

Available in limited edition fluorescent green vinyl. 
Special Picture Bag. 

Thieves' "Four Hundred Dragons" c/w "Headlights." 
ARIST 266. 

From the forthcoming album "Yucatan." SPART1098. 

ARISTA 
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nnASuckerFbr 

Yourlove 

Co-lead vocals by Rick James. Produced by Rick James 
TMG1146 

12" limited edition 12 IMG 1146   
n From the album "Wild & Peaceful" (STML12109) /ff\ 

HHH 

rnTT 
M Everybody Here 

Must Party" 
(12) SID 110 

Big on import - huge on Sidewalk 

Bl magazine's best-selling disco singles June 25 1979 
1 1 RING MY BELL Anita Ward KR 7543/12 7543 
2 2 AIN'T NO STOPPING US NOW McFadden & Whitehead *R 7355/12^736? 
3 5 SPACE BASS Slick Ftcntrrc'ul 
4 4 BOOGIE WONDERLAND Earth Wind & Fire :BS 7292/12 7292 
5 3 WE ARE FAMILY Sister Sledqe 
6 8 THE LONE RANGER Quantum Jump wot/lwot'm 
7 7 H.A.P.P.Y. RADIO Edwin Starr JOTH Cwitury TCi-TCD 2404 
8 12 SILLY GAMES Janet Kay 
9 6 LIVING ON THE FRONT LINE Eddy Grant ENTS 

10 15 GO WEST Villaqe People toorwXZrJ. 
11 25 LIGHT MY FIRE Amii Stewart Atlanttc^Hgnra 
12 9 HOT STUFF Donna Summer 
13 16 DR. JACKYLL & MR. FUNK Jackie McLean 
14 48 YOU GONNA MAKE ME LOVE Jones Girls PtR 7361/1^7381 
15 io LET'S LOVEDANCE TONIGHT Gary's Gang CBS 73n/12 7382 
16 17 TRIP TO YOUR MIND Hudson People iffin 
17 28 BORN TO BE ALIVE Patrick Hernandez (^ni^A<^«du« 
18 11 MAKE MY DREAM A REALITY GO taSS 
19 18 MAKE YOUR MOVE Joe Thomas TKR 7544/13 7544 
20 13 REUNITED Peaches & Herb pS?1O 
21 31 DANCE WITH YOU Carrie Lucas FB/FCf4« 
22 i4 GET ANOTHER LOVE Chantai Curtis 
23 EHa I'VE GOT THE NEXT DANCE Oeniece Williams 
24 24 GET IT UP FOR LOVE Tata Veoa 

I THE TAP 1EP1 Richard Yae.lEtc. 
> SYSTEM Steel Pulse 

27 19 (EVERYBODY) GET DANCIN' Bombers FMI 
28 45 LOVE DISCO STYLE Erotic Drum Band 
29 49 BOOGIE MAN Match 
no I7T371 GOOD TIMES Chic UtanMc 
31 21 WHEN YOU WAKE UP TOMORROW Candi Stalon 

WmTin™ 
32 32 NEVER GONNA SAY GOODBYE Poussez 
33 23 BAP GIRLS Donna Summer 

CaSJ^ 
34 50 I'M A SUCKER FOR YOUR LOVE Teena Marie TJSITS1 

35 35 ONE WAY TICKET Eruption Atfsntic^HsnM 
36 36 GOOD. GOOD FEELIN' War MC4/1»iCA4l< 
37 37 RAZZLE DAZZLE Heatwave qtjS 
3812053 BRING THE FAMILY BACK Billy Paul Pte rwiTrJS 
39 26 A GOOD THINK GOING Phil Coulter Orchestra HE?rt 
40 30 PICK ME UP I'LL DANCE Meiba Moore ■PC 7234/12 T& 
41 29 FUNKTIFIED Hi-Tension VW/WtPxISS 
42 40 FEVER Roy Ayers POSPPOSTS 
43 33 SATURDAY NIGHT T-Connection KR 7536/13 75S 44 ESS STARS Sylvester FTC/tsrfc'wf 
45 22 MINDLESS BOOGIE Hot Chocolate RAK/1 2RAK'M2 
46 39 CHAINS Gregg Diamond & Bionic Boogie posp/poSSTm 
47 47 WORK IT OUT Breakwater 4«8T 367/1^.1 
48 42 BRIDGE OVER THOUBLED WATER Linda Clifford HSO Curtom RSO/BSOX 30 
49ll!l!i3 I'LL NEVER FORGET Dexter Wansel imlTSZEQ 
SO TALK TO ME Third World mpnimp^SSe 

Copyright Record Business Publications 

(Pussyfoot 

with her new single 

LAY YOUR LOVE ON THE LINE 

RADIO ONE 
(PAUL BURNETT) 

RECORD OF 

THE WEEK 
Bothy'and 12"available in Limited Edition full rolniu-bao 



new on (he chorl/ \ 

ALREADY USED BY EVERY MAJOR RECORD COMPANY 
& MUSIC PUBLISHER IN THE U.S. 

NEW ON THE CHARTS IS: An information service listing the addresses 
and phone contacts for every PRODUCER, PUBLISHER, RECORD COMPANY 
and ARTIST MANAGEMENT FIRM involved with a new single and/or album 
breaking the top pop 100 of BILLBOARD, CASHBOX and/or RECORD WORLD 
in the U.S. each month. 
NEW ON THE CHARTS IS: A compilation of all the major signings an- nounced in the U.S. each month, broken down by RECORD COMPANY SIGN- 
INGS. MANAGEMENT SIGNINGS. PRODUCTION AGREEMENTS & PUB- 
LISHING AGREEMENTS as well as a section which notes important ADDRESS 
CHANGES. 
NEW ON THE CHARTS IS: An A&R "WHO'S WHO", wherein each month we spotlight the personnel of a different record company A&R STAFF in the U.S. 
NEW ON THE CHARTS IS; A PUBLISHER'S NEWSLETTER in which we 
note who is going in the studio to record soon and still needs material. 
NEW ON THE CHARTS IS: A cumulative alphabetical listing in the back 
of each monthly issue, noting every single and/or album that has broken the 
TOP POP 100 in the U.S. trades, complete with the ARTIST'S NAME, RECORD 
LABEL, and the DATE it first broke. 
NEW ON THE CHARTS IS; All of this and much more and is NOW AVAILABLE TO MUSIC BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS IN THE U.K.! 

rieuu on the chart/- 1501 BROADWAY, N.Y.C., N Y. 10036 Phone: (212) 921-0165 TELL A FRIEND ABOUT US — 
NEW SUBSCRIBER ORDER FORM 

Please enter my subscription to "NEW ON THE CHARTS". My company check or International Money Order 

Company _ 
Address  

c. tor $75.00 (1 yr. — 12 issues) +$20 (for 

Type of Business _ 

maih=$95.00 US is 

□ I AM INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING in "NEW ON THE CHARTS", please send your n 
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ALBUM REVIEWS 

Tbp40 Best cf the rest 
THE CARS; Candy-O (Electra K52148) Prod: Roy Thomas Baker The Boston-based outfit employs the same musical formula with Candy-O that produced such healthy sales with the recent debut LP - dominant bass and drums, jerky, deadpan vocals - nothing really new. But it paid off last time and it probably will this time, especially with the next single 'Lets Go', which kicks off side one of the LP, strong enough to stimulate sales and see the album into the charts. 

Top 60 
JOHN COOPER-CLARKE: Walking Back To Happiness (SJCC 1) Prod: Martin Hannett 
Live LP pressed as a 10-inch in clear vinyl and including such Johnny Clarke favourites as 'Gaberdine Angus', 'Majorca', 'Bronze Adonis' and Twat. But there is no musical backing which created a wider appeal for the first album, and sales are subsequently likely to be restricted to the most fanatic fans of the Salford punk-poet's lavatory humour, but may scrape the bottom rungs of the chart. 

VARIOUS: The Main Event (K-Tel NE 1046) Prods; Various K-Tel takes a stab at the new wave market with a 16-strong collection of strong cuts from the best of British neo-punk, plus some good American material. No Sex Pistols, but some pretty good stuff from the Boomtown Rats, Squeeze ("Cool For Cats') Patti Smith ( Because The Night') and Jonathan Richman's 'Roadrunneri in there among the more pop end of the market like Blondie's 'Presence Dear". Must be a chart entry for the summer months. 

PETER TOSH: Mystic Man (Rolling Stones CUN 39110) Prod: Peter Tosh Tosh's first album under dagger's aus- pices was no great success although the single 'You've Gotta Walk' proved that good reggae/rock fusion was in fact possible. But this album will again probably satisfy no one camp fully. His lyrics are as uncompromising as you'd expect but his idea of making reggae acceptable has been to soften it down in all ways, and he has thus taken away all the most distinct characteris- tics of the music. He is touring Britain now but seems likely to put off as many people as he attracts. 
AMANDA LEAR: Never Trust A Pretty Face (Ariola ARL 5020) Prod; Anthony Monn Germany's so-called disco queen com- pensates for what she lacks in vocal range, with sultry spoken intonations which have more than a touch of Mar- lene Dietrich's huskiness to it. Against throbbing Munich disco backings and aided by a oop-ooping choir, the overall impact has a certain come- hitherness which in small doses can be quite enticing. But two sides of an album add up to rather a marathon listen - except perhaps for those who have seen the lady in live action, which by all accounts is something else. 

NINA HAGEN BAND (CBS 83136) Prod: Band Tom Muller Ralf Nowy Nina Hagen is from East Germany, now living in the West and conceivably a relief to the powers that be that she's our side of the Iron Curtain. With her powerhouse German band she delivers a particularly venomous form of new wave, singing like a more ballsy Lene Lovich and using those same swoops and squeaks to considerable effect. She sings in German, but it sounds perfectly valid. The demented face peering out from the sleeve is perfectly in context and the sheer energy and force of her singing sug- gests that it will be difficult,to deny her a place in Western contemporary music. 
ROY AYERS; Fever (Polydor 2391 396) Prod: Roy Ayers Roy Ayers who once had a reputation as a jazz vibes player, has with album six for Polydor crossed over into the land of funk and disco, a fellow-citizen of George Benson, but with rather less of a nod in the direction of original influences. While instrumental skills now take a back seal to Ayers' ordinary singing, the album scores positively on the strength of its drive and constantly swinging approach. His recent hit ver- sion of 'Feveri will help promote the album. 

The World's first 18-track single!! 

D. 
D 

0, 

O 

— Featuring- 
• Mighty Maytones • Linval Thompson • Cornel Campbell • Dennis Brown 
• Well Pleased & Satisfied 
• A1 Campbell 
• Jimmy London 

► Junior English ► Junior Soul ► Pat Kelly ► Mystic Eyes ► Leroy Smart ► Mike Brooks ► Revelation ► Jimmy Riley 
Full Promotional Campaign 
for the entire Burning Sounds Catalogue 
• Posters • Press Ads • Showcards • Radio Ads • Consumer Leaflets 
Crx Distributed exclusively by T-\ EMI Records (UK) International Imports )tj 80 Blyth Road, Hayes Middlesex V Order on 5736551 
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ALBUM REVIEWS 

THE NEW BIG IN DEMANDER ON 
CASINO CLASSICS 

"HOW LONG" 

J.J. BARNES 
c.c. 9 

PLAYLISTED ON RADIO 1 AND 
LUXEMBOURG 

STOCK UP NOW 

Distributed by Pye Records Ltd 

Tel: 01 640 3344 

Best cf the rest 
PETER FRAMPTON: Where I Should Be (A&M AMLK 63710) Prod: Peter Frampton/Chris Kinsey Frampton's first album for some time because of the Sgt Pepper film role and his road accident. His easy lis- tening FM format - mid-tempo rock- ers, melodic love-sings and orchestral backing - is sure to have massive success in the US, but British sales are unlikely to be anything as strong. Includes his new single 'I Can't Stand It No More", but highlight is Everything I Need', a cut featuring the Tower Of Power horn section. 
ZONES: Under Influence (Arista SPART 1095) Prod: Tim Friese- Green Scotland seems to be gaining fast as a top line talent source again, and here come Zones, full of good ideas and members of Slik to launch another assault on the Sassenach charts. The material is strong new wave/pop of the kind Simple Minds has recently been selling well, featuring interesting keyboard textures and quirks and some flashy but effective guitar playing from singer Willy Gardner, Arista has a big campaign mapped out for Zones including four different album sleeves, and the band is involved in two forth- coming film and tv projects, so visibility will be high. 

DUKE ELLINGTON: Unknown Ses- sion (CBS 82819) Prod; Irving Townsend/Michael Brooks A tasty collection of Ellingtonia which has lain unused in the vaults since it was recorded 19 years ago. This is small-group Ellington, with Nance, Brown, Hodges and Carney in the front line, and the themes generally are re-workings of previously recorded material, although with the exception of 'Mood Indigo' not the master's best-known work. The composer's music in this kind of setting had its own special relaxed charm and this album is a fine addition to the wealth of recor- ded material available. 
BRUFORD; One Of A Kind (Polydor POLD 5020) Prod: Bill Bruford. Bill Bruford's career as a drummer has taken him through a variety of bands, among them Yes, King Crimson and Genesis, which will help stimulate interest in this album by his own four- piece band. It is an excellent collection of top class instrumentals with a jazz- rock base, but where light and shade as well as melody are given equal prominence, against which Morrissey blows a variety of fluent saxophones and Jim Mullen's guitar swoops elegantly. What emerges is high quality easy-listening with a hint of jazz, the kind of instrumental album that would catch on in the States, but which will probably be largely ignored by UK radio. 

▼ ' 

SIMONS RECORDS LTD. Importers & Wholesalers of Records from the U.S.A. and Europe 

Have pleasure in informing you that, with immediate effect, our cut-out and deletion 
prices will be lowered by at least 3*%. 

Old Price 
£1.25 
£1.45 
£0.65 

New Price 
£1.20 - a decrease of 4% 
£1.40 - a decrease of 3.5% 
£0.60 - a decrease of 7.7% 

If you can meet us halfway and cut your margins by similar amounts the magic retail 
prices of 99p, £1.99. and £2.25 can be maintained in spite of the recent VAT 
increase. 

Best wishes to all our customers 
Paul, and all at Simons 

335 Barking Road, East Ham, London E.6 Tel: 01-552 5212/3 
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STNGLBS REVIEWS 

DONNA SUMMER - BAD GIRLS (CASABLANCA CAN 155) The title track from Donna's current album, and issued as it was in the States, hot on the heels of 'Hot Stuff. Though they share a pumping disco rhythm, this has a less immediate sound than its predecessor and may take a little longer to register its slightly more subtle approach. A chart cert, nonetheless. 
PATTI BOULAYE - DISCO DANCER (POLYDOR POSP 61) Recent thumbs-down for the first 'new' Juke Box Jury panel could actually have given this a welcome burst of initial publicity. It's a full, chugging disco production on a song which, while it hardly puts great demands on the distinctive Boulaye tonsils, is easily the most commercial thing Patti has ever recorded. Pic sleeve and spinoff action from the 'Music Machine' film (in which she stars) will all help it along. 
ATLANTIC STARR- (LET'S) ROCK'N'ROLL (A&M AMS 7452) From their imminent album Straight To The Point, this is the track which has been receiving a lot of disco play via import. A crackling disco funker with a particularly crisp and punchy instrumentation, it will find instant acceptance in the disco market, and is certainly strong enough to cross to pop and airplay. 
COWBOYS INTERNATIONAL - NOTHING DOING (VIRGIN VS 267) An appealing mid-tempo rocker with particularly catchy instrumentation, which sounds likely to pick up healthy airplay. The band have a commercial sound and image, and will do well with this, given the exposure. Pic sleeved. 

PETER BROWN - CRANK IT UP (FUNK TOWN) (TK TKR 13 7545) A machine-gun disco-rocker which crackles its way through no less than 10J minutes on 12-inch without the interest waning, thanks to the superb interplay of song and arrangement. The first for a while from Brown, but it will restore his name to the chart heights in short order. 
TYCOON - SUCH A WOMAN (ARISTA ARIPD 254) Wide-screen pomp-rock somewhere between Queen and Yes (with maybe a nod at Jethro Tull). The arrangement is rich and commercial, and the song certainly strong enough to register - but the real selling point here is the David Hamilton-style soft-focus nude spread delightfully across the picture 

SEX PISTOLS - C'MON EVERYBODY (VIRGIN VS 272) Another Eddie Cochran revival from the Pistols, and like 'Something Else' it features the late Sid Vicious on lead vocal. Driving and aggressive, it still leaves the well-known song fairly intact, and should have little trouble following theirtwo recent top ten hits in a similar direction. Pic sleeved. 

Cooper-Clarke 

struggles 
Artist: JOHN COOPER-CLARKE Venue: London, Royalty Theatre (924) Current product: Album Walking Back To Happiness (Epic SJCC 1) AFTER BREAKING his wrist a couple of months back in Eire, John Cooper- Clarke, unable to play guitar himself, decided to temporarily drop his back- ing band the Invisible Girls. It was a pity. Without musical support it's hard for him to sustain an audience's interest for the length of time expected from a headlining act. To be fair, he did his energetic best id was generally well received by a less-than-full house obviously long converted to his original and quirky brand of humour. He rushed through the highlights of his two albums - 'Post War Glamour Girt', 'Gaberdine Angus', 'Twat', 'Bronze Adonis' and 'Majorca', pausing only to catch his breath and ' i strange coloured liquid. 

LAX - DANCIN' AT THE DISCO (PYE INTERNATIONAL 7P 5002) Strong on import for several weeks now, this is an out-of-the-ordinary disco production with strong male// female vocal interplay and some pun- chy brass riffs, making for a distinctive enough sound to lift it out of the general disco pile. With exposure, could well cross over. 
BOB DYLAN - FOREVER YOUNG (CBS 7373) A live version of the Planet Waves oldie, taken from the At Budokan album. Though fairly well known, the song is not one of Dylan's best slower numbers, and this rather dragging, droned version of it adds little to the original. Will see some sales action, but basically uncommercial. 

LIVE MUSIC 

As the so-called poet of punk, Johnny Clarke has, perhaps, received more than his fair share of publicity. Record sales have so farfailed to extend beyond his healthy cult following, and it's doubtful how much tonger he will be able to make people laugh as a bill- topping attraction. TIM SMITH 
Artists: MANFRED MANN'S EART- credibility gap. The Buddy Holly Story HBAND which is rooted in reality could have Venue: London, Hammersmith been a cringing disaster. Had it been Odeon (3,480) made ten or even five years ago it Current product: Album Angel probablywould have been. That it suc- Station (Bronze BRON 516), ceeds adequately as an entertainment Single 'Don't Kill It, Carol' (BRO 77) - and to a rather lesser extent as a POLITE IS the word to describe Man- documentary (whatever happened to fred and his boys at this show and Norman Petty?) —is a tribute both to its come to think of it one has rarely seen confident, affectionate direction and such a well-behaved audience at the Possibly Hollywood's latterday Odeon. Manfred's fans are a sort of awareness that pop music movies in-between crowd - too well-brought- d00'' need 10 ^ dressed up in tinsel up to be Sabbath fans, not stylish and sentimentality to appeal to the enough to go for Thin Lizzy's rock chic, public. Not that there are neither sen- too rocky to go for Leo Sayer, but then timenfality nor cliches in the film, but again too hi-fi orientated to groove to ,h®y don t intrude. Ted Nugent. ir ^.n n„t no^c It will not be necessary to be a Holly Manfred Mann, like the fans, is the 'an fo enjoy the movie, but those who acceptable face of rock. The band in are w'" no' de disillusioned. The story toto is highly accomplished musically, of the young m usician s struggle for his as well-rehearsed as anyone and music to be accepted, his frustrations, entertaining up to a point. But the live eventual acceptance, marriage, crisis show lacks fire - the only true 0' confidence and retirement from excitement coming from a thunderf- touring, leading to the comeback lash explosion and a bit of voice-bag minus jde Crickets before the final trickery by one of the guitarists. tragic flight is unaffectedly told. It is The band filled out its allotted time blessed with the added dimension of not by a lengthy live repertoire but by reality by the engagingly natural per- greatly extending its well-known num- formance of Gary Busey who not only bers - such as 'Give Me The Good succeeds in looking strikingly like Earth', 'You Angel You' and 'Davy's On Hol|y. but also turns out to be a respec- The Road Again'. ^b1© soundalike while preserving Trouble with that approach though enough individuality to make the vocal was that the tight structure of the Performances more than just straight original versions — which amounted to copies. In this respect he is well bac- about half their attraction - was lost ked up by Don Stroud and Martin completely in great rounds of Sm,th as 'be Crickets (but not called keyboard and guitar solos. Jerry ^"'son and Joe B. Mauldin). There are some good musical —  moments, notably the first triumphant 
THT .M TRJEXTEEjNAT NuW York engagement as the only -L L-i-1 J-V-L J. LU—' V J-l-J V V whlte act on a soul show at the Apollo,    w a duet with an Eddie Cochran THE BUDDY HOLLY STORY lookandsoundalikeand the solo come- FILMS WHICH use a pop music theme back with orchestral accompaniment, as the basis for a plot have a nasty it should do reasonable cinema habit of requiring a suspension of dis- business, and there ought to be some belief by the audience, of tripping over usefu| sa|es mi| in Warwick.s tv. their own cliches and falling into a promoted soundtrack album. yawning (in all senses of the word) BRIAN MULLIGAN 
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RETAIL BUSINESS: a monthly roundup 

The view from over 
Sales of back-catalogue have suf- fered in Britain largely due to dis- counting on new releases. Has tanerica been similarly effected? Solomon; We are very much a back- catalogue specialist carrying on tverage 30,000 titles. In the US retailers discount back catalogue pro- duct anyway, and in our experience catalogue still sells very strongly so there has been no need to cry and maintain sales. Silver: When we discount new releases our purpose is to attract new customers and by expanding and maintaining back catalogue it is a way af telling the consumer that we have ill his musical needs at our shops. Lieberman; I think we are having the same problem which is caused by two factors. The first is the discounting of new releases and the other is inflation. We are moving into the $8.85 price area and the consumer can no longer pick up that second piece of product and get change out of ten dollars. Record clubs are also a big factor. They are now the biggest single ven- dor of albums and while the stores are discounting the Top 20, the clubs can nffer back catalogue even cheaper than I can as a big rack jobber. 

NARM estimates 700 million dollars worth of business now goes through the clubs. Then around 50 percent of US sales are through discount houses like Woolworth and Sears, who by definition go for the tv-advertised or Top 20 product so catalogue business is restricted there too, through pres- sure for stock turnover from the pow- ers that be. Independent retailers are feeling the same pinch. The five per cent returns privilege has been the subject of debate here recently. How do you deal with returns? Do you consider them advantageous or would you rather purchase on a firm sale with a better dealer price? Solomon: We have 100 per cent sale or return in our chain, running at about ten per cent. I'm very much against the type of returns system operated in Britain - 1 am convinced that this sort of restrictive returns policy has hindered the growth of the UK record market - no one is willing to gamble. We couldn't work without s-o-r. We would end up in trouble very quickly. Silver: Of course we prefer both bet- ter price and remrns privilege. But if it's one or the other, I prefer returns 

AT JET Records' recent international sales conference in London, Record Business spoke to three leading US retail personalities. Topics discussed included the methods employed by American retailers and their attitudes to the problems facing UK dealers. The three dealers interviewed were Russ Solomon, president of a 23-strong Tower Records chain based in California, David Lieberman, president of David Lieberman Enterprises - a national rack-jobber and one-stopper with 11 branches, and Lennard Silver, president of a chain of 50 stores in NE America, known as Record Theatre and based in Buffalo. 
i 

From Britain's fastest rising black stars 

LIGHT OF THE WORLD 
Limited Edition 12 single ENY 29 12 

because it gives us a chance to send back our mistakes plus we can speculate on new product. Lieberman: The returns privilege is even more important to a rack jobber because we are involved in a two-step operation. We make our educated guesses on how product will sell, but the returns facility is vitally important to the exposure of new talent, which in turn is crucial to the whole business. At the same time the physical cost of returning records is very real, so we are constantly instituting more sophisticated returns procedures to control the situation within acceptable limits - but those limits may be as high as 20 percent. Faultles is another problem area. Do you find the incidence of badly man- ufactured records on the increase? How do your customers reacttothem? Solomon: Quite a high level of faulties are returned to us. They account for about a third of our overall returns, however there has been no significant increase in badly manufactured records. We don't have any problems with the manufacmrers over return faulties. Silver: The faulties problem is on the increase as the play-back equipment is of much better quality today. We accept all remras for the same item only, but the customer makes you feel like you handle second grade records -it's very uncomfortable. Lieberman: Yes, naturally we are concerned by the faulties level, although we probably don't notice it as much as the more discerning buyer in the specialist retail trade. Quality control has got to be improved, but the big problem we face is the cus- tomer taking the product out of the store, taping it and bringing it back as faulty. We are taking more steps to look at this. How many staff do you employ? How do you go about selecting them and what sort of training do you offer them? Do you give bonuses for achievement and what would be an average weekly wage for a sales assistant? Solomon: We employ between 18-40 

3 of a 
kind 

staff in each of our branches - this might sound a lot but we are open seven days a week from 9.00 to mid- night and have to cover the shifts. Managers do all staff training in-store and wages for shop assistants range from 120 dollars to about 200 dollars. Staff do receive bonuses, although we are at present trying to improve the situation with some sort of profit- sharing scheme. Staff loyalty and commitment is essential. Silver: The minimum wage in the US is 2.90 dollars per hour. We usually pay more than minimum. We have bonus programmes for management only based on volume, markdowns and shrinkage. Lieberman: I don't directly employ any store clerks, although I believe 3-5- dollars per hour is the going rate. Do you promote your stores using press and radio advertising? Is this funded in collaboration with record companies and how does it work? Solomon: We make extensive use of radio advertising as well as press adverdsing. Radio ads are fairly cheap - usually between 18 and 150 dollars per slot, and we use about 100 dif- ferent radio stadons in all. Record companies pay for all the advens out of the regular allocadon they give us. Some of the time we produce the adverts ourselves. Silver: We use all the media available - 70 per cent radio and 30 per cent press. It's all funded by record com- panies. Lieberman: As a rack jobber we do all the advertising for our customers. We effectively run the record depart- ments for the mass-merchandising chains like Sears and Woolco, which means we provide fixtures, shop- fitting, adverdsing and the whole gamut. Our customers want their 
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RUSS SOLOMON, president of PRESIDENT OF Transcontinental Tower Records - a 23 outlet chain Record Sales, Lennard Silver, based in Sacramento, California. 
names in front of the public, so we get a quarterly allowance from the record companies and administer all the funds. We recover about 90 per- cent of our advertising costs from the manufacturers. Discounting is the accepted way of trading in America. Can you give details of your price structures and the kind of profit margin you work 
Solomon: Everything is discounted and we operate a three-tier price structure. We have "advertised price" - which covers special offers for limited periods, from which we made very little profit. Then there is the "hot list" - new product on which we only make about 10 per cent. Finally there is catalogue which is slightly reduced. Our overall margins average out at 23 percent. Silver: No comment. Lieberman: Strong merchandising means the mass merchants can work 

to margins as low as 20 percent because they have no mark-down exposure. There is no stock to protect and his yield in gross profit dollars out of a small amount of space is high. They are constantly pressing for a 25 percent gross, but that's difficult because there is such heavy com- petition from the more vigorous retailers. The mass merchant is ter- ribly afraid that if his records aren't sharply priced the rest of his mer- chandise will suffer in comparison, so the way we achieve it is by featuring tv-advertised product and the Top 10 or 20 at a special price so at least the most visible product is competitively priced against the one-stop retailer. It makes no sense the way we discount in this business because we are selling our best product at a discount with the older stuff more expensive. At one time records were regarded as a top value purchase. Now there are complaints that they are 

becoming too expensive. Have there been any signs of consumer price resistance in America? Solomon: There has always been 
present possibly increasing. There is far more emphasis on singles pur- chases these days. Silver: There has been a great deal of resistance lately. Discounting of new releases isn't enough for most people - they wait for the discounted items to be put on sale even lower. Lieberman; The price tag never stop- ped a hit but it is important when considering back catalogue and new talent which gives the customer no incentive to buy anything new. How- ever, I reckon a record has a hell of a value when you stack it up against any other kind of gift. It has emotional appeal and fits exactly with personal taste. If I wanted a gift with all those characteristics I would have to pay a lot more than I would for a disc. We have spoiled the consumer with tremendously low prices. Sometimes discounting can degrade the value of what you are sel- ling and that's a big danger right now with records. What sort of purchasing pattern exists in your stores? Do customers buy several albums each time they visit and do they buy albums in disc and tape forms simultaneously? Solomon: We have a very high per- centage of multiple sales in many of our stores. Tape and disc sales tend to be separate with tapes accounting for about 27-34 per cent of turnover. Silver: Most of our sales are multiple. Very seldom does anybody buy records and tapes simultaneously. Lieberman; There is some multiple purchasing at specialist retail level because of the more knowledgable consumer who goes there. We cer- tainly see some multiple sales and simultaneous disc and tape sales, but our stores are more impulse buying 
Gimmick singles - 12-inch product. 

coloured vinyl, picture discs etc - are the order of the day here, and tv advertising is now regarded as essen- tial to maximise volume. Is there a comparable picture in the US? Solomon: We have a very similar situation on gimmick singles and tv product. However demand for picture discs is now falling off very fast. Silver: Coloured vinyl is as popular today as quad was and we have zero sales on quad. TV advertising is import- ant only by maximising the sales of better sellers. It does very little to expose 
Lieberman: With 12-inch singles cer- tainly. Singles are more important in the UK than the US, but one thing we might find is that as the price of albums escalates the $2.98 single will become more important. Picture discs had a flurry last autumn but sales were disappointing. From time to time manufacturers do 7-inch prom- otional picture discs but there has not been much impact as yet. How much potential is there in the US for the recently developed pic- 
Solomon: Obviously there is a tre- mendous potential for video discs, but it's going to be a long time before there are enough customers or a large enough catalogue available - and we still don't know for certain how much of the sales will come through record shops. The whole market could also be completely messed up by all the different systems. Silver: No comment. Lieberman; The picture disc is prob- ably going to mean the biggest change in the way people spend their leisure time since television. Test marketing excercises have been exciting, and the discs don't cost much more than a standard album and the hardware is bound to come down in price, so the possibihties are limitless and the playback fidelity is superb. However, I believe serious marketing of the pic- ture disc to the masses must be two or three years away. 

ONCE AGAIN there is a hullabaloo from the industry about falling profits and the general lack of enthusiasm by the public for recorded product. Perhaps, if the record companies made greater efforts to provide what the customer wants when he wants it, some of the apparent public hostility towards the industry would be assuaged. There is nothing more annoying to a retailer - and his cus- tomers - to find "out of stock" against items on consecutive weekly orders, or to be told that limited editions were sold out prior to release - often through company reps who can only service the larger accounts. Difficulty in obtaining supplies is always frustrating, and no small con- tribution to the retailers' worries. Let's look first at the TV merchan- disers. Because of these companies' minimum order requirements, the small independent retailer usually has to obtain his supplies from wholesalers or one-stops. There should be no problem with this; how- ever, it frequently occurs that wholesalers do have the product in 
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for the start of a campaign, and : is only a selective dis- tribution to them. Arcade's recent Anglia TV test campaign for the Peters and Lee album "Love and Affection" (ADEP 39) is a typical example; only five wholesale outlets were used. Of these, two were racking merchandisers, two were remote from the region and the other one I didn't happen to trade with. And I was not prepared to open an account for just a few records - there is a limit to the number of one-stop accounts one can operate! The efficacy of Arcade's test must be doubtful. I haven't had any problems with Ronco product but I wonder if other retailers have; only one of my three wholesalers had both 20 Rock Legends and The World Is Full Of Married Men in time for the start of the tv campaigns in my area. Turning now to the problem of limited editions, I fail to understand how the companies can complain about falling sales at the same time as severely restricting the availability of the more desirable items. I can find very little 

evidence in my shop that the limited edition tag now generates any more interest than freely available product - indeed, it is what you haven't got and can't get that breeds the apathy and/or hostility in customers that the industry is so worried about! We are told that many of the gimmicky and limited editions are unprofitable but are used to break new, or revitalise established, artists. Vast sums are spent on adver- tising such product but to me it seems quite daft to heavily promote something which is, or will quickly become, almost impossible to obtain. Take, for exam- ple, Pye's Blonde on Blonde picture disc (7NPX41689), 'sold out' in advance of release; if they didn't deliberately limit production, they certainly grossly underestimated demand. Malcolm Flanaghan of Pye says they 'will get it 

right next time to save unnecessary con- fusion and embarrassment'. Some unnecessary confusion and embarrass- ment would be saved if Pye's delivery advice notes at least acknowledge ansafone orders for sold out items. Themes are another problem. I've lost count of the number of times that production or availability has been too late to catch a series at the peak of interst. Tales Of The Unexpected was released on March 30 but it took five weeks to get any out of Pye (and then 
the disco treatment). I queried RK and Pye about the supply problem but their answers conflicted. In many cases of difficulty, a letter to the offending company has at least elicited a reply. Bert Herman of Arcade is now aware of the small dealers' prob- lems of obtaining stock, and has prom- ised to ensure supplies in the future. MSD sales and marketing director Ben Godbolt says he will do something about Warwick back catalogue. The moral of the story is don't just sit there and mutter - let the companies know your problems. 
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RETAIL BUSINESS: a monthly roundup 
ACCORDING to one local retailer, Sheffield is "Not so music orientated as many other cities". It doesn't have the country & western fervour of Merse- yside or the strong folk scene to be found in the North East. While it has made some contribution to rock's new wave (notably through Cabaret Voltaire and the Human League), the most impor- tant rock market is in heavy metal. The situation is symbolised by the fact that the city has no HMV store and the Virgin branch is stuck out at the far end of The Moor, a main shopping street, opposite a building site. The city centre itself has fewer inde- pendent retailers than you might expect, dthough the multiples, national and regional, are there in force. The largest of the independents is Bradleys, in Far- gale. It is part of a chain of nine shops in Yorkshire and Lancashire, three of which are in Sheffield itself. Bradleys' manager, Betty Dyson, dearly relishes the battle of wits with the multiples. With only a limited number of discounted albums, she relies on being able to spot likely best-sellers in idvance and on being flexible enough to 'cream off a significant section of the market for them before the multiples realise what's happening. A recent case in point was the Sky album, featuring [ohn Williams. "We only order a few of his classical dbums, but we did quite well on Travelling'," said Dyson. "But the oand was coming to Sheffield and we bought the album might take off. So 

Heavy metal rules 

in Sheffield shops 

■4 

instead of ordering the usual 10, we got 25 in. We sold them. If you are prepared to take a bit of a gamble like that, you can come out ahead." Her other tactic to keep a reasonable share of sales on major albums is to encourage customers to place pre- release orders. This has become more important at a time when record com- panies' release dates are often unre- liable. Posters in the store window for a forthcoming album with an "80p (or whatever) Off - Order Now" sticker have produced results like 50 orders for 

The remixed version of 

MIDNIGHT GROOVIN' 
and 7 version ENY 29 

the Dylan "Live At Budokan" set by the time it came into the shop. At the time of the interview, Betty Dyson was pre- paring a similar campaign for the Queen album. Bradleys also has a certain amount of deletions and Continental overstocks. In-store promotional material directs 
Imports". To Betty Dyson, this is pan of the initiative the independent dealer must be prepared to take. On the debit side, Dyson singles out home taping and faulties as causes for concern. In the tape area, cassettes are "holding their own at last year's level", but in a current promotional campaign on blank tape, "the stuffs just walking out the door". Barry Everard's Record Collector store in Fulwood Road, Broomhill is unique among Sheffield shops in that none of the stock is supplied by record companies. It is entirely made up of deletions and secondhand discs, with deletions accounting for about three- quarters of sales. While the deletions trade is generally thought of as a "bargain bin" sideline, Everard feels that recent developments, especially in US deletions and European overstocks, now make a shop like his viable in a city the size of Sheffield. "The disparity between the UK and US markets, particularly in new wave and reggae, means that American cutouts of popular British artists come on the mar- ket while the album is still current here", he says. Examples he gives include Graham Parker, The Jam and Burning Spear. Record Collector is situated in Broomhill, a mile or so out of the city centre. But, as Barry Everard points out, it is an area where many students live, as well as having the advantage of lower rent and rates. He regards pricing as very important and currently stocks nothing at over £3.25. But he emphasises that it all depends on where, when and what deletions dealer buys. He keeps in close contact with various warehouses and is able to come up with coups like acquiring hun- dreds of current albums at £1.50 from a warehouse going out of business. Aside from those imported albums which compete with full price British catalogue 

items, successful deletions are usually of three kinds. Pete Atkin, whose six RCA albums Everard is selling steadily at £1.25, is an example of a performing artist with a cult, mainly college, fol- lowing but with no record contract at present and nothing in catalogue. Then there are early records of musicians who have now become successes. Skid Row (Gary Moore) and Brinsley Schwarz (Nick Lowe, the Rumour) are among those Everard has done well with here. Finally come the "collector's items", the rarities and obscurities. On second-hand records, he com- ments that "the taste of the people who sell runs to the obvious, the really popular records of the last few years. Since these are usually still in the catalogue, it gives the shop a broader range than deletions alone can provide." While Betty Dyson and Barry Everard are optimistic about the retail trade, Pete Martin of Revolution Records, South Gallery, Exchange Street (Sheffield's pedestrianised shop- ping centre) is less sanguine. After five years as a retailer, he feels that current record company policies continue to favour the multiples over the indepen- dent outlets. He offers the trend to earlier and earlier deletions as some- thing by which "the people who lose out are the artists and the shops" and is concerned about pressure from the mul- tiples to be included among the chart 
Martin's declared policy is to "sell stuff no one else bothers with". This mainly means specialised singles mar- kets like Northern Soul and disco (of which he has around 500 imported tit- les) and rockabilly and rock 'n' roll. He is also a partisan of local music and stocks self-produced singles by Shef- field punk and heavy metal bands, with- out taking a percentage. Virgin Records is the other main out- let for these "home made" records and manager Russ Stamp reckons to have sold nearly 400 copies of the single by local heroes Def Leppard. New wave band Human League also sell well locally, and Stamp thinks that the Vir- gin connection helped them nationally, since he was able to inform other Virgin managers about the group. On the day of the interview Virgin had just sold some £1000 worth of Knebworth tickets, but the shop's poor location means that there is normally very little passing trade. This makes customer satisfaction vital to the shop and Stamp places great emphasis on taking orders for items not in stock. The store is also the only one in Sheffield with listening facilities, four sets of headphones. As to the customers themselves. Stamp mentions in particular local disc- jockeys, who take advantage of the DJ discount, and a "good solid punk element who are the politest customers we've ever had". Asked to summarise the Sheffield retail scene, he observes that the general musical outlook, on radio and among record-buyers, is slow to catch on to new developments. The various sections of record buyers tend to provide each independent store with its own separate custom and there is little direct competition in that respect. Dave 
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Includes their latest single 
I WAS MADE FOR LOVING YOU' |#J CALH 2051 can 152 "JSSIS5 Orders To; PyeRea 

OF ROCK N ROLL GIVE YQU A NEW 

■ALBUMDYNASTYI ■ Includes FREE full colour poster ■ 
Orders To: Rye Records Ltd., 132 Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3UT. Telephone: 01-640 3344. 
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THE NEW SINGLES 
Scheduled 
for release 
June 29 With the Record Business Gimmicks Guide; ■ Special Bag (White)-Special Vinyl (£1.49)- RRP 
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THIS WEEK United Artists re-issue all six 999 singles in pic sleeves - follow-ups to hits from Abba, Chris Rea, Chic, Pretenders, Siouxsie & The Banshees, Monks, Showaddywaddy - Bond 
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POLYGRAM 

RECORD SERVICES LTD 
(Formerly PHONODISC LTD) is changing its Order Desk 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 

r, With effectfromJuly21979 
# The NEW NUMBER will be 

■B- 01*590*6044 
'mS   ^ (The existing number is 01-590-7766) 

This change of number is part of a scheme to improve access to the Order Desk 
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SYEVESTEU 
^I^OutnxiaemiAAlimm 'R/iinuTV dcai' CTAVinnn ac Am/coTiccn rm t\/ 'MIGHTY REAL', FTA 3009 AS ADVERTISED ON TV. 
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